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like but from the start I felt fast on the TT. I was 
fortunate to have a great training partner to hang onto 
in the large shape of three-time Olympic rowing 
champion Drew Ginn, who himself was preparing for 
the national TT championships and every time I rode 
the TT, I was pushing it to the very limit. I rode the bike 
on the undulations of Melbourne’s Kew Boulevard and 
the Parlee floated up the small rises with relative ease, 
hugged the long sweeping corners and was rock solid 
in a straight line whilst in full aero tuck. It was 
blisteringly fast on the descents, a fact that drove Ginn 
insane as I was able to get up the road before each 
undulation and managed to stay in touch despite all 
common sense suggesting otherwise. Whether I was in 
or out of the saddle the bike felt like it accelerated 
underneath me with startling responsiveness. I felt 
that I was able to gain and maintain momentum with 
a great deal of ease.

I will intervene with another accolade at this point, 
being for the HED Corsair bars that the bike was 
equipped with. These bars are the bomb as far as I am 
concerned. With a “drop” style Bull Horn base bar 
allowing for a lower hand position the bike felt great 
when climbing out of the saddle or cornering.  
As opposed to what has become a standard flat bull 
horn base bar with the aero bars attached, this design is 
easily the most comfortable I have been on a TT bike of 
late. Integrated brake levers and internal cable routing 
make them slippery and as a two piece unit any position 
is able to be achieved.

I tested the Parlee on the fast sections of Beach 
Road, Melbourne as I have become accustomed to 
doing so and no prizes for guessing that it performed as 
designed in these conditions. While the position I rode 
was aggressive and whilst using relatively deep 68mm 
wheels on all rides, the bike was stable regardless of the 
wind conditions and I felt that even in the most extreme 
cross winds that there would only be shortfalls in my 
skill ability as opposed to how the bike would handle.

The other novelty of this review was the fact that I 
rode the TT on both the outdoor Velodrome in Carnegie 
and the indoor Velodrome at Disc in Melbourne.

The Parlee brand is one which we here at 
Australian Triathlete have investigated before 
because of their unique lightness and incredible 

ride quality in the traditional road bike. In this edition 
we look at a Time Trial/Triathlon specific model that 
has put Parlee to the fore in this niche area. 

Founded in Massachusetts by ex-boat builder 
Bob Parlee, the Parlee brand continues to push the 
limits between the quality and weight relationship, 
and the Parlee we tested in mid 2009 came in at an 
amazing 5kg whilst being truly functional to com-
pete on. Since 2008 Parlee have offered a custom 
Time Trial/Triathlon specific frame as part of their 
range of racing bikes, however, being a truly custom 
bike there has always been a compromise on the 
waiting period for construction and delivery. In 2009 
Parlee made a clever decision to offer a “stock” time 
trial (TT) bike to the public thus allowing many more 
athletes to gain access to what is a very special 

frame at a more affordable cost and delivery time. 
The “stock” TT has also allowed distributors and bike 
shop owners to show the TT frame and allow cus-
tomers the ability to actually get their hands on the 
frame and potentially a test ride.

Peter and Tim at Cycling Edge in Melbourne, who 
are responsible for the distribution for Parlee in 
Australia, fitted me to a small TT frame and completed 
the build with Sram Red components, HED Corsair 
bars and Edge 68mm tubular rims on DT Swiss hubs. 
175mm cranks were my TT choice and I chose a Selle 
Italia SLR saddle to complete my set up.

The Parlee TT comes in 10 different sizes which is 
exceptional for a stock TT frame. What Parlee have 
done is to create five sizes, being Small to Extra Large 
and then add a “Tall” option for each size. The “tall” 
option is reflected in an extension to the head tube 
allowing the customer small incremental increases 
thus allowing them to achieve their ideal position. 

Parlee also offer two seat post options for the TT 
frame with one allowing the rider to achieve a very 
steep/ forward seat position and the other allowing a 
more traditional or road seat set up where the rider 
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Aesthetics: HHHHH (5/5)   
(Understated and  
caramel smooth)
Components: HHHHH (5/5) 
Handling: HHHHH (5/5) 
Value: HHHH (4/5) 
Performance: 19/20 
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Review

PROFILE: Introducing the Parlee TT- Ready to walk 
out the shop door and race FanTasTIc: Fast bike, fast position but slow rider. 

The Parlee made me look very good on the road.

GREaT aEROdynamIcs: HEd corsair Bar combination

can achieve the UCI legal 50mm behind 
the bottom bracket. I choose the latter 
as I felt that this would still allow me 
the luxury of achieving either position 

should I want to change.
As we have moved away from repeating all 

of the technical jargon that is available on the brand 
websites and gone more for the ‘ride feel’, I will 

not go into specifics other than that Parlee 
are renowned for their exclusive use of 

carbon fiber and this being the case, 
the TT is a full carbon frame and 
fork combination. All specifics are 
available through the Cycling Edge 
website www.cyclingedge.com.au 

My first impression of the 
Parlee TT was that it looked so 
neat and tidy. With all cable 
routing done internally at the 

head tube, the frame almost 
resembles a track bike except for 

the front brake cable. The rear brake 
is mounted in what is becoming a 

favored position tucked away behind the 
bottom bracket and this gives the frameset very 

clean, crisp lines. I am personally a huge fan of white 
and the combination with red and black was something 
that actually turned heads everywhere I went although 
in reality, it bordered on a minimalistic finish.

The next thing that stood out was the weight of 
the bike. I have ridden many TT model bikes that aim 
to achieve an aerodynamic advantage by using large 
oversize and angular tubes, but this commonly comes 
at the small expense of weight gain. While Parlee use 
beautifully sculptured aerodynamic shapes there is 
no excess and in this they claim to have achieved one 
of the lightest production TT frames available.  
I struggled to get the bike to a UCI acceptable weight 
limit and in fact had to look for weighty additions to 
make the weight standard. While weight is not the 
be-all-and-end-all in time trialing, I was very 
comfortable in knowing that I would not at all be 
disadvantaged if the roads were to go up and again 
the Parlee TT raised eyebrows when people inevitably 
picked it up for closer inspection.

The interesting and exciting aspect of this review 
and one which I hope to achieve for every review 
going forward was that for the first time ever I had 
planned to compete on my test ride so that I could 
give you that little bit more feedback on the ride and 
performance of the bike. Putting shame behind me  
I donned an old skinsuit, pinned on a number and 
headed back in time to compete for the first time in 
five years. More to follow!

From the moment I got on the Parlee TT I felt that 
old familiarity that one feels when a bike rides as 
smoothly as this one. Yes, I set my position as I would 

The reason behind this was that my time on the 
Parlee coincided with our aerodynamic testing and 
verification of Ginn’s TT position, and this opportunity 
gave me the most significant feedback in the terms 
of feel.  

There are two very distinct trains of thought for 
road time trialing and triathlon. The road TT is all about 
aerodynamics and the relationship of speed for power, 
while triathlon is similar but speed for power needs to 
be achieved in a position where one can run fast or fast 
for long periods of time after riding the bike hard. To 
put this in simple terms, the aim is to achieve the most 
speed from the least amount of power or maximal 
speed from your ability to produce power. To achieve 
this, rider position is crucial as is the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the bike and what I found on the 
track was that whilst on the Parlee, my speed for power 
was outstanding. At 375 watts I was able to ride at 49-
50km per hour on the indoor and outdoor tracks and 
whilst I may have a few more rounded edges with an 
addition 12kgs from my racing days, this may in fact 
have been advantageous! What was evident was that 
the Parlee made me look good, much better that I was 
actually riding at the time. My only drama was the fact 
that at some stage I was going to have to hand it back!

With very limited training but outstanding prep-
aration in relation to the bike and my position, I attended 
the recent Tour of Bright in Victoria to test the Parlee in 
competition. The first test went astray after I made a 
fundamental mechanical error when tightening the 
seat clamp without the recommended torque tool (take 
heed to the manufacturer’s recommendation), but test 
two on the Monday night proved to be an outstanding 
success. Riding on a 15km out and back course that 
undulated predominately upwards towards a U turn 
and then back to the finish, I finished only 78 seconds 
behind Ginn who had also finished second in Saturday’s 
Tour of Bright TT, and then rode faster again on the 
Monday night. The bike was truly fantastic. I was able 

to gain maximum advantage from the lightness on the 
way out to the turn, and then additionally, maintain my 
edge on the way back with such a slippery bike 
underneath me. Whilst I was not in the same condition 
that I used to be in, I still felt fast and I cannot overstate 
the importance of the relationship between feeling fast 
and riding fast. 

The further I go into this review process the more  
I have an appreciation of how important it is to have 
not only the right position but the right equipment 
beneath me. Whilst it still takes hard work to drive the 
bike, I know that the Parlee gave me maximal return for 
my investment and I know it’s a big cliché, but I did feel 
at one with the bike. 

My appraisal of the Parlee TT is that it performed in 
a flawless manner during my testing time. With the aid 
of hindsight I can see the need for Parlee to build at 
least an extra small model for us smaller guys and to 
also cater for the ladies. I could have gone lower at the 
front end and hence potentially faster. I also gave 
feedback to Parlee on the seat clamp set up. I loved the 
concept but it needs to be shop fitted or idiot proofed 
for the likes of me to adjust. If you have the time and 
the extra money, you can still go for the TT Custom 
model to get your exact personal fit, but you really need 
go no further than the stock TT.

If you are looking for returns in the form of speed  
on your next investment then the Parlee TT is a must  
to consider.

RRP-$5900 
(Frame, Fork, Seat post, Headset, Rear Brake)
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PARLEE TT  
On the Aerodynamic Edge


